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Editorial Note

Mining impasse a ticking time bomb
attract any new ones, if the deadlock continues and maybe it happens that some of
the foreign miners disinvest from extracting
minerals on our land.
Does government have the money to bankroll whatever would have been left by disgruntled super rich investors – I am saying
super rich, mining never comes cheap.

Andrew Maramwidze (Editor)

W

ith the first half of the year coming to an end and yet no solution, on the impasse between
miners and authorities, one wonders if both
parties are sincere to this issue.
The paradox on the prevailing puzzle is government promise to create an enabling environment aimed at generating mutual benefits for investors and the local economy.
Sitting on the edges and reporting on these
issues makes one depressed on realising
that a solution seems far –fetched, yet we
all know that mining is an industry where
those with deep pockets exist.
The question is, do we have a solution beyond losing the current miners, and can we

Monday, February 19, 2018 13:03:59

Enjoy the read; remember to share your
views, comments and letters –
drewmara@gmail.com

Should we in future turn all either abandoned mines or anything that an investor
decides to close in protest of the country’s
policy and regulations into state-owned enterprises and maybe later list them on the
local bourse for citizen to take ownership.
All these wild thoughts are simple because
the grass is suffering, as the two elephants
fight. And this grass are the owners of the
land being mined, the citizens of this republic.
Like I have always said the population
(workers and families) are the most affected
in this long-drawn-out stalemate.
Are the investors also much squeezed,
is government demanding so much from
them. Why are they discreetly flagging a
ransom card, which is touch me not or I will
pullout.
Let not our mining industry turn into an animal farm, where some animals are more
equal than others, investors need to comply
with the law and it is government’s duty to
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News Briefs
CEC scoops two ZIPS awards
CEC recently scooped two prizes at the 2019 Zambia Institute of
Purchasing and Supply (ZIPS) awards.
“It puts us in the limelight across the nation and beyond as a
beacon of best practice in supply chain management and is
a call for us to continuously improve our business processes
for enhanced shareholder value,” said McGerald Mvula, Senior
Manager Supply Chain Management.

indications are that China Non-Ferrous Metal Mining Group
(CNMC) is eyeing the company.
With a US$1.1 billion investment in Chambishi Non-Ferrous Africa Corporation (NFCA),the Chinese company has declared interest in taking over operations of KCM in Chingola.
The development comes as government is looking for a credible investor to take over KCM, reeling under several operational
challenges.

Conferred on CEC were the Best Performing Procurement Unit
and the Most Effective Stores and Inventory Management Operation, with a K10, 000 purse money each.

Local mining industry has over the first half of the year witnesses
unending challenges following the country’s change in the tax
regime.

The awarding evaluation is based on evidence of increased value addition, cost reduction and improved process implementation.

Government, miner’s impasse widens

Indian solar panel plant firm lured
Plans to build a 100MW capacity solar panel manufacturing facility by an Indian firm -Agrawal are in the pipeline.
Krishnakumar Agrawal, the company’s chairman disclosed that
the project will cost 500 million US dollars. Funded through
private capital investment, the facility is expected to take six
months to complete once registration and legal processes are
concluded.
Currently running a sixty-megawatt solar panel manufacturing
facility in GOA, India. Agrawala said the project will result in job
creation and skills transfer, especially youths.
The plant is also expected to leverage on eight months of continuous sunshine, the country enjoys, progressive banking system and a strong legal framework that supports private sector
investment.
Zambia scoops EITI award
Mining industry’s unshakeable stance on Extractive Industrial
Transparency Initiative (EITI) standards has earned the country
an award.
The local industry scooped the EITI Chair’s award, out of three
nominees selected from the 52 EITI implementing countries for
the prestigious EITI Chair’s award, at the Global EITI Conference
in Paris, France reccently.
Other countries nominees were Armenia and Colombia. “EITI
emerged as a brainchild of the United Nations’ World Summit
on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg in 2002,
is a global standard to promote the open and accountable management of oil gas and mineral resources,” Ian Mwingo, EITI
spokesperson.
Mwingo said the EITI Chair’s award recognised countries that
had shown leadership, determination and resourcefulness in implementing the EITI.
Zambia had been implementing the EITI standards through its
secretarial, the Zambia EITI since 2009.
Chinese eye troubled KCM
As troubles continue to heap on Konkola Copper Mines (KCM),
Zambian Mining Magazine | www.miningnewszambia.com

Mines minister Richard Musukwa said will fine and break ties
with mining firms that fail to operate according to the country’s
laws.
Speaking at the mining and energy conference in Lusaka, Musukwa said government expects investors to operate within the
confines of the law.
“Failure to do so will result in the government imposing sanctions and disengaging with the unwilling parties,” he said.
Musukwa disagreed with the Chamber of Mines’ predictions
that copper output would reach 890,000 tons by the end of
2019, more than 2018.
He said government was ready for dialogue with miners, who
account for 70 percent of export earnings.
“The government will not take kindly to any form of arm-twisting
on the part of industry with regard to meeting their obligations,”
he warned.
Zambia’s Chamber of Mines’ latest forecast is that this year’s
copper output could be as much as 100,000 tons lower than in
2018 because of changes to mining taxes.
Despite criticism from mining companies, authorities plan to introduce a new non-refundable sales tax in place of value added
tax.
Mopani announce Mufulira smelter shutdown
Mopani Copper Mines (MCM), the Glencore-owned company
has shut down its Mufulira smelter for major refurbishment.
“The majority of the programme is expected to last until the end
of the year and will result in a total shutdown of the plant. The
investment in the new shafts will not be impacted,” the company
said in a statement.
Mopani could not immediately say what impact the shutdown
would have on production, which totaled 119 000 t of finished
copper in 2018. Government and labour unions are expected
to continue dialogue on the plan throughout the refurbishment
programme”.
“Employees affected by the shutdown will be re-assigned as appropriate and/or placed on paid leave,” it added, without saying
how many workers would be affected.
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EIZ unearth irregularities on KCM

T

he Engineering Institute of Zambia’s
(EIZ) recent zooming into operations
of Konkola Copper Mines (KCM) has
spotted various irregularities.
Eng. Sydney Matamwandi, EIZ President
said the institution has identified several
issues which include deploying under qualified expatriate personal without requisite
competences in sensitive key management
and operational positions by the mining
firm.
In addition, Matamwandi disclosed that the
mining company has neglected to complete
the Konkola deep mining project resulting
into serious shortage of feed into the smelter.
He bemoaned that the project would have
added significant value to the mining company and created sustainable employment
for citizens.
He however described the current operations at KCM as regrettable and condemned the mining firm’s decision to import
spare parts that could be sourced local.
“You may be aware that KCM among all the
copper mines in Zambia sits on the hole

6

with the best grade of copper, so the future
of copper mining in Zambia is at KCM and
what happens at KCM affects the mining
industry especially that mining is the mainstay of our economy,” he said.

Vedanta intends to fully defend its legal
right and wants to meet government and
come up with mutually agreeable solutions
to the current situation happening at the
mining firm.

Matamwandi further revealed that the institution has commenced engagement with
key stakeholders to discuss and assist in
formulating a set of requirements to be embedded into any agreement, for potential
investors’ consideration.

KCM developers has expressed concerns
about the intentions of the applicants and
the procedures that were followed by ZCCM-IH as a representative of government to
obtain a provisional liquidation order on an
ex parte basis against KCM in an apparent
misuse of the legal process to date.

EIZ President is optimistic that the lessons
learnt will guide the nation’s decision going
forward.
KCM operates mines in Chingola at Nchanga and Konkola at Chililabombwe.
However developers of KCM, Vedanta have
called on authorities to allow unhindered
passage of its experts, employees or contractors into and out of the country.
The call comes as Vedanta challenges the
decision of the Lusaka High Court to grant
an ex parte order appointing a provisional
liquidator for KCM following the liquidation application which was brought against
KCM by ZCCM-IH.

ZCCM-IH holds a significant shareholding
of 20.6 percent in KCM and claims to have
invested more than US$3 billion to upgrade
and expand company assets 2004.
Meanwhile mines minister, Richard Musukwa has announced that the KCM liquidation
is a rare incidence, adding that government
has no intention of nationalizing the mining
industry.
Musukwa confirmed that the government is
ready to meet the Vedanta team as it operates on an open door policy.

Zambian Mining Magazine | www.miningnewszambia.com
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Capital raising deals surge in mining industry

M

ining intelligence center GlobalData has indicated that the
first quarter of the year recorded a mining capital surge
in deal value despite a dip in volume.

“In contrast, however, during the same period, the number of announced deals increased from 226 to 268, an 18.6 perecent rise,”
said Vinneth Bajaj, Senior Mining Analyst at GlobalData.

According to the data and analytics company, the development
comes after a substantial decline during the last quarter of 2018.

Largest of the completed deals in the first quarter was the US$1.3bn
capital raised by Codelco by offering international bonds due in
2049, followed by India’s Tata Steel BSL, which raised US$967.28m
in a private placement of shares.

The total value of capital raising deals in the mining industry increased to over US$11bn in the first quarter, with an increase in the
value of equity offered during the same quarter alongside relatively
lower debt offering values.
“The slowing Chinese economy alongside the ongoing China-US
trade war has weighed on the completion rate of mining capital
raising activities. Overall, the total volume of completed capital
raising deals decreased from 378 in Q4 2018 to 273 in Q1 2019, a
27.8 perecent decline.

India, China, Chile, Canada, and Switzerland were the five largest countries globally in terms of deal value, accounting for 81.4
percent or US$9.2bn of the global total. Of this, 45.3 percent was
accounted for by deals worth over US$1bn, 27.1 percent by deals
between US$500m and US$1bn and the remaining 27.6 percent
was accounted for by deals below US$500m.

FQM contributes 14 percent towards tax
revenue

F

irst Quantum Minerals (FQM) paid more than US$533
million (K5.6 billion) in taxes to government, last year, the
latest 2018 Tax Transparency and Contributions to
Government Report has revealed.
The tax payments during the year under review represented 14
percent of the country’s total budgeted tax revenue of K41 billion
(US$3.9 billion) for 2018.
The calculations are based on the average exchange rate for the
year of K10.4781/US dollar.
“At First Quantum, we know that our success is dependent on the
wellbeing of the economies and communities where our businesses operate.
We also believe that transparency can help stakeholders to understand the economic benefits generated by our activities and how
those benefits are distributed for local, regional and national economic and social development,” said Hannes Meyer, FQM Chief
Financial Officer.

Government, which helps to illustrate the positive impact FQM
strives to create everywhere they do business,” reads part of the
report. The company’s Kansanshi Mine in Solwezi accounted for
US$315 million of the payments – 58 percent of the total payments
to Zambia.
In addition, its Trident project including Sentinel Mine at Kalumbila
accounted for 28 percent or US$150 million, a figure that reflected
that the mine only began commercial operation in 2016 and has yet
to turn a profit.
Meyer adds that First Quantum’s approach to tax and royalty payments reflects its underlying core values which focuses on building
open and transparent relationships with the tax authorities in those
countries.
Meanwhile the company spent an additional US$10 million on
community and social infrastructure projects.

Meyer said the company strive to ensure that disclosures are transparent, consistent, accessible and presented in a way that is easily
understood.
“In taking this transparent and responsible approach, we provide
communities with the opportunity to understand the revenue contributions we make to their governments and how these contributions ultimately assist in the development of local communities and
the overall economic and broader positive wellbeing of those communities and countries.”
The reports indicates that the company paid US$144 million in income tax to the Zambian Revenue Authority – ZRA, US$197 million
in mineral royalties, US$73 million in PAYE, US$8 million in withholding tax and US$90 million in consumption and import taxes.
“The 2018 Tax Transparency and Contributions to Government Report highlights First Quantum’s contributions to the Zambian host
Zambian Mining Magazine | www.miningnewszambia.com
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Kagem predicts coloured gemstone
demand rise

A

s sourcing of coloured gemstones
is receiving increased attention
across the globe, Gemfield’s Kagem Mining has predicted an increased demand of local gemstone.
Gemfields operates the Kagem emerald
mine in Lufwanyama in partnership with
the government’s industrial development
Corporation (IDC) and it is at the forefront
of promoting responsibly sourced Zambian
emeralds on the international market.
Sean Gilbertson, Gemfields and Kagem
chief executive officer recently told media
that coloured gemstones were progressively becoming more valuable to consumers
on the international market compared to
colourless diamonds.
Gilbertson highlighted that over the past
decade, the industry saw sharp world re-

cord prices for emerald and ruby surpass
that of colourless diamond on a per carat
basis.
He said the swing towards precious coloured gemstone was overwhelming, and
that it wasn’t going to be long before sapphires overtook diamonds as well. Gilbertson said he expected a vibrant consumer
interest and sector growth to continue of
coloured Gemstone in Zambia and the
world.
“We expect vibrant consumer interest and
sector growth to continue. Responsible
sourcing will receive ever-increasing attention and become progressively more important to consumers, making gemstone
provenance perhaps the key driving factor”
he said.

al property consultancy Knight Frank, Andrew Shirley said coloured gemstone were
beginning to outperform the wider jewellery
market with some significant sales taking
place already in 2019.
“At Bonham’s London sales at the end of
April 2019, several coloured gemstone lots
blew away their estimates. “The top performer was at 17.43 carats Kashmir sapphire ring, formally owned by a European
noble family that fetched £723.063, far
exceeding its £300000 to £400,000guide
price,” he said.

Meanwhile, head of luxury research at glob-

Single‐source supplier: your partner for pumps,
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footprint.
www.ksbpumps.co.za
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Water quality grievance put Kalumbila Minerals
on spotlight
By Dr. CLAUDE KABEMBA

A

ll of us must pledge our commitment on behalf of our government
and the people who are victims in
this matter by collaborating with the Ministry of Health, Ministry of Community Development and other stakeholders to take
a decision that would benefit those who are
affected in the following matter due negligence caused by Kamlumbila Minerals Limited [KML].

This saves to inform you that a number of
Water Wells [Bore Holes] sunk by Kalumbila Minerals Limited [KML] in Kisasa Wauma North Western Zambia, as a part of its
corporate social responsibility have water
containing high levels of heavy metals such
as lead[pb] and iron[fe] as evidenced by
the water quality results or Microbiological
Analysis Test reports from the tested samples from Alfred H. Knight, The University
of Zambia School of Mines GEO Chemical
Laboratory and Regen Waters Laboratory
of South Africa.
A number of members of community have
been consuming contaminated water from
the water wells in question.
It must be a considered position that heavy
metallic substances are endocrine disrupters that interfere with human body’s development functions and can result into brain
or organ damage, which will in the long term
cost the victims a lot of money in medical
care.
In light of the above the victims demand for
compensation and professional remedial
action from Kalumbila Minerals Limited[KML] by addressing the following:
1. Kalumbila Minerals Limited [KML] must
compensate each victim with geral damages of Millions of Kwacha as punitive damages.
2. Provision of quality water for the affected
communities going forward.
3. Putting in place a medical scheme or
medical insurance cover for anticipated
medical conditions of affected members
of the communities which should cater for
routine medical checkups and treatment of
conditions resulting from consuming lead
and iron and or alternatively arrange for a
lump sum pay out to the affected members
of the Kisasa Wauma community as compensation for the breach of care arising

from the mine’s actions and omissions ;and
putting in place measures for better management of the biodiversity, and providing
adequate compensation for people consuming water contaminated by effluents
from the Mine coming from Kamlumbila
Minerals Limited [KML].
4. The above highlighted issues must be
addressed holistically and professionally as thousands of members of the community affected may resort to legal action
against Kalumbila Minerals Limited [KML]
and those who it is alleged have failed or
neglected to carry out statutory duties, inspection or supervise the Corporate Social
Responsibilities[CSR] and the operations
in question, regularly to meet the required
acceptable standards and ensure that adequate measures are in place by law. The
above has caused great pain and suffering to the victims, when Kalumbila Minerals Limited [KML] makes huge amounts of
money from the mining being done in the
area which must benefit the local people
who are victims to enjoy by providing them
with clean water that must the standards.
The above will deter others, if not the Zambian people will reiterate towards lack of
proper corporate responsibility and criminal
minds leading into corporate recklessness,
which must come to an end.
Kamlumbila Minerals Limited [KML], must
take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which they must have reasonably
foreseen would likely injure the local people[neighbor] in the area where KML sunk
the bore holes, who, then in law, is KML’s
neighbor?
The answer seems to be persons who are
closely and directly affected by KML’s act,
that Kalumbila Minerals Limited[KML] ought
reasonably to have them in contemplation
into be affected, when KML is directing
its mind to the acts or omissions that are
called in question”.
It is argued that the standard of care demanded by the law is that of a reasonable
man and not of perfection. In the case of
the Corporate Social Responsibility[CSR]
done by KML in KIsasa Wauma to sink bore  
holes in the area that have no standard , it
is stated that :
“Negligence is the omission to do something which a reasonable man, guided

Zambian Mining Magazine | www.miningnewszambia.com

upon those considerations, which ordinary regulate the conduct of human affairs, would do, or doing something, which
a prudent and reasonable man would not
do. The standard demanded is thus not of
perfection but of reasonableness. It is an
objective standard taking into account of
Kalumbila Minerals Limited [KML] incompetence as they may do the best they can
still be found to be negligent”.
The local people must be entitled to damages in the tort of negligence, as it has been
established that the people consumed the
drink and in consequence will suffer injury
to succeed.
The Mines and Minerals Development Regulations 2008 issued pursuant to the Mines
and Minerals Development Act No. 7 of
2008 Regulations 23[2]4 states that:
The holder Kalumbila Minerals Limited[KML] in this case shall be liable for any harm
or damage caused by any mining or mineral
processing operation and shall compensate any person to whom harm or damage
is caused”.
Common law places a strict duty of care on
any person who brings onto land anything
which can cause harm if it escapes.
“The true rule of law is , that the person
who for his own purposes brings on his
lands and collects and keeps there anything likely to do mischief if it escapes,
must keep it in at his peril, and he is prima
facie answerable for all the damage which
is the natural consequence of its escape”.
It must be further known that Kalumibila
Minerals Limited [KML] committed an offence under Environmental Protection and
Pollution Act Chapter 204 of the Laws of
Zambia section 2 which states that:
“No person may discharge or apply any
provisions, toxic, erotic obnoxious or obstructing matter, radiation or other pollutant or permit any person to dump or
discharge such matter or pollutant into
aquatic environment in contravention of
the water pollution control standards established by the council under this part”.
The water Pollution Control Regulation
1993 issued pursuant to the Environmental
Protection and Pollution Act Chapter 204 of
the Laws of Zambia, pollutant is defined as:
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“Any substance or energy which if it enters or is discharged into water may cause
discomfort to or endanger the health,
safety and welfare of persons or may
cause injury or damage to plant or animal
life or property, or which may interfere
unreasonably with the normal enjoyment
of life, or property or conduct or business
and those objects or substance as may
obstruct or divert the natural flow of water
course when discharged or dumped into
it”.
Note: The fact that Zambia is in dire need of
foreign investment to improve the well being of its people, does not mean that Zambians should be dehumanized by: “Greed
and Crude Capitalism,” which puts profit
above Zambian human life.
In this particular case, the pollution was
done to in the Bore Holes and is consumed by the local people [plaintiffs] sunk
and caused by Kalumbila Minerals Limited
[KML].
Use of contaminated water (UCW) has a
Communitywide distribution and affects
hundreds of households in Musele Chiefdom in North-Western Zambia, where KML
has sunk water wells and has been directing chemicals in the water bodies and surrounding areas, on the other hand, until recently a study was done on the water from
the water wells sunk by KML and found
out that the water is contaminated and can
cause long term diseases among the local
people.
Kalumbila Minerals Limited [KML] has not
addressed the potential danger of the unfit water, while doing its mining activities in
the Chiefdom, due to unawareness and /or
lack of diagnostic facilities among the local
people, that has been held as a major contributor to the hitherto as the matter now
speaks for itself as there is an indication of
negligence by KML as the circumstances
indicate negligence. Thus, Kalumbila Minerals Limited has to prove that it is not negligent[ Res Ipsa Loquitur], victims across the
Chiefdom and the World will become more
and more aware of the contaminated water
[Black Water] more sufferers will come to
seek for justice appropriately.
In this finding, I describe diagnostic features of thirty [30] victims out of over 200
encountered over 2017 in Kisasa Wauma
Kalumbila Zambia.
Consecutive victims seen and talked to in
Kisasa Wauma Kalumbila between January
2017 and October, 2017 where evaluated
prospectively.
Use of Contaminated Water (UCW) was diagnosed in those seen and talked to as per
[UCW) classification criteria.

10

All 30 victims, mean age at diagnosis
31.4±10.97 years [14-59 years]and at onset
28.35 ±10.98 years [9-54 years].
UCW Classification Criterion Victims who
took or take contaminated water from the
Water Wells sunk by KML in Kisasa Wauma.
Oral ulcerations- 11 [37.9]
Blood Disorders- 27[93.1]
Malar Rash- 7[24.3]
Discold Rash- 5 [ 17.2]
Arthritis and Backaches- 26[89.7]

27[93.2]
10[34.5]
9[31.0]

Renal Disorders
Protenoria            
Cellular casts          
Heamaturia          

12[41.4]
9[31.0]
12[41’4]

Brain Disorders
Psychoticepisode    
Convulsions            

5[17.2]
1[ 3.4]

Lung Disorders
Cancer of the Lung

18[62.0]

According to the findings that water wells
in Kisasa Wauma and the areas where KML
directs its chemicals has polluted the water(unfit) for humans, as it will lead into lots
of health problems to hundreds of thousands victims in years to come who may
have long term health problems due to poisoning.
The problem has been worsened by the fact
that KML did not come with clean hands, in
that they did not follow the Environmental
Management Act No. 12 of 2011. The Mines
and Minerals Act (1995), its amendment of
2000 and associated S.I.

Diagnostic Features of Long Term
Health Problems
(Contaminated Water)
Blood Disorders
Anemia			
Leucopenia		
Thrombocytopenia

polluter in relation to allegation of contamination caused by KML’s skinning of Water
wells and the chemicals directed in the water bodies .

Is KML ready to address the problem of the
contaminated water wells that it sunk and
the poisoning of the water bodies by compensation of those affected hundreds of
victims of people now and in future? In order to answer the above question, facts will
speak for themselves on the extent to which
the affected population should be protected
by the laws in terms of compensations that
will cost KML millions of Dollars.
KML is aware that there is legislation particularly pertinent to this matter as such as
1. That national Environmental Action
Plan(1994) which outlines general principles
regarding the rights of all citizen to an environment free of contamination

Discussion/Conclusions
Identified 30 victims over 6 month’s period.
This is unprecedented, and nothing on the
above has been reported in Zambia and to
the outside world before .
The finding likely reflects the rapidly changing landscape in understanding of laws in
what must be done as the matter speaks
for itself.
We as locals, community workers, leaders, law makers, victims and the rest of the
world must be more knowledgeable as ignorance of the law is no excuse, every person must be taken to be cognizant of the
law, otherwise, there is no knowing of the
extent to which the excuse of ignorance
might be carried .
It is expected that as interest and knowledge in what we do deepens in the Communities or Nations, more hitherto unknown
or illegal acts that involves the lives of our
people, who are at high risk and must be
prevented before that they are more exposed to toxic substances[ eg Heavy metals and chemicals], as we design effective
and efficient interventions which if not may
lead into class action lawsuits against the

2. The environmental protection and pollution control Act(1990) and it’s associated
S.I. focuses on waste management procedures for collection, storage, transportation, treatment,reduction,re-use etc.
3. The question is are there laws in place
that protect poisoning of victims which
KML didn’t follow?
4. Does KML know that the water wells
sunk and the chemicals running into community water bodies can cause long term
problems to people?
The matter is a very serious problem which
needs to be addressed now in the professional manner; if not many healthy problems arising from water wells and poisoning of the water bodies may occur or will
continue to occur leading into un wanted
deaths.
The health of the hundreds of the people
in the community where the water wells
sunk by KML and where the chemicals from
KML’s mining activities have been or being
directed is under serious threat. The above
matter of poisoned water and water wells
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has a potential of increasing the burden on
the affected families, government and the
international donor community in terms of
medical care.
Many people are innocently poisoned due
to KML’s negligence .There is therefore,
need for KML to compensate the victims in
response to the National and International
Environmental Laws, principles particularly,
the polluter pays principle.
In order to protect the environment, the
precautionary approach shall be widely applied by KML as a company according to
its capacities, where there are threats or
serious or irreversible damages, lack of full
scientific certainty which shall or should not
be used as a reason for postponing cost

effective measures to save the lives of innocent people, that of KML and to prevent
environmental degradation that could lead
into long term costs and compensations of
those affected.
Taking into account the approach that the
polluter [KML] should in principle bear the
cost of pollution and negligence, with due
regard to public interest and distorting international trade and investment laws.
Experience and scientific expertise demonstrate that prevention of environmental
harm should be the GOLDEN RULE for the
environment for both ecological and economic reasons.
The matter consists real sources, facts and

findings that have been propounded upon
with regard to the subject matter as its open
for discussing as it entails a comprehensive
solution, as the matter gets settled in a professional manner due to reliability of facts
obtained as we focus on the future of those
affected and that of KML.
Unfit water consumption is costly both
emotionally, health wise and financially,
victims will often experience rising medical
bills, out of pocket expenses, lost wages
and loss of benefits which can destroy a life
time or hard work leading to death.

*Dr. Oliver Mupila Kameya is victim and
concerned citizen and can be reached
on 0979-611-545 or
emailed: mupilaopk@gmail.com

Authorities wants private sector to lead
industry

A

s the impasse between miners and authorities continue,
the latter has promised to create an enabling environment.
With the aim to generate mutual benefits for investors and
the local economy, Minister of Mines and Minerals Development
Richard Musukwa investors need to comply with the law and it is
government’s duty to make it easy and possible for investors to put
money into the country.
Musukwa emphasized that the mining sector will continue being
private sector driven that improves the lives of workers, Zambians
at large and profits for investors.
Musukwa said that the issue of Konkola Copper Mines is an isolated case which is largely triggered by the investor’s failure to comply
with conditions set out in the license.
Zambian Mining Magazine | www.miningnewszambia.com

He added that KCM is bleeding before the liquidator came in and
government’s decision was done in the best interest of the mine
and the workers.
Musukwa re-affirmed government’s position of not allowing investors to take advantage of millions of Zambians.
Meanwhile Lubambe Mine Chief Executive Officer Nick Bowen has
expressed happiness with Government’s decision to dialogue with
mining houses on challenges that the sector is facing.
He projected an increase in copper production and that the mine
has not recorded any accident this year.
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Why a Tax Crusade in Zambia Worries Copper
Miners

Z

ambia’s government has long
complained that it doesn’t derive
sufficient revenue from its copper
industry, Africa’s second-biggest and the
world’s seventh-largest. President Edgar
Lungu upped the ante in May, when he accused the local unit of Vedanta Resources
Ltd. of lying about its expansion plans and
cheating on taxes. A state-owed company is now moving to liquidate Vedanta’s
assets. Lungu’s heavy-handed embrace
of resource nationalism, which could be
directed at winning reelection in 2021, has
the potential to upend copper markets.
WHY IS ZAMBIA AT ODDS WITH THE
MINING INDUSTRY?
There’s a fundamental disagreement over
how Zambia’s copper spoils should be
shared between the state and companies
that mine them. Tensions have boiled to
the surface whenever the government
has sought to raise taxes and companies
have responded with threats of shaft closures and job cuts. Vedanta’s relationship
with the government has been particularly fraught since its local chief executive’s
work permit was canceled in 2013. Other
companies have also been targeted -First Quantum Minerals Ltd. was presented an almost $8 billion tax bill last year,
while Glencore Plc has been ordered to
surrender shafts it had planned to mothball to local companies so they can continue operating.
COULD MORE MINES BE SEIZED?
Possibly. Lungu has said Zambia’s “di12

vorce” with Vedanta was just a start. But
his mines minister, Richard Musukwa, has
given assurances that the case is an isolated one that arose because the company failed to comply with its license conditions. He insists the government isn’t
embarking on a nationalization drive, as
it did in the years following independence
in 1964. Vedanta argues the government
didn’t follow proper dispute-resolution
procedures; its Indian billionaire owner,
Anil Agarwal, has warned that the standoff will scare off investors. The wrangling
has weighed on the share prices of other mining companies with operations in
Zambia, including First Quantum and
Gemfields Group Ltd.
IS ZAMBIA ALONE IN THIS?
No. Acacia Mining Plc, majority-owned
by Barrick Gold Corp., was slapped with
a $190-billion tax bill in neighboring Tanzania in 2017 -- a levy equal to almost
two centuries worth of its revenue. And in
2018, the Democratic Republic of Congo,
which also borders on Zambia, raised its
mining royalties. Both governments argue
that their tax take from mining is insufficient.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE
COPPER MARKET?
The global market faces a production
shortfall of about 190,000 metric tons
this year and 250,000 tons in 2020, according to the International Copper Study
Group -- a deficit that would be exacerbated by any further disruptions in Zam-

bia. Zambia’s Chamber of Mines, which
represents the industry, warned that the
nation’s output could fall by as much as
100,000 tons this year because of what it
called an increasingly unbearable tax burden. Vedanta mined 90,000 tons of copper in Zambia in the 12 months through
March. The escalating trade war between
the U.S. and China, which alone accounts
for more than half of global copper usage,
has depressed demand for the metal and
so far negated the effect any shortage
may have had on prices. Copper, used in
pipes, electronics and electric vehicles,
accounts for more than 70% of Zambia’s
export earnings.
WHAT HAPPENED THE LAST TIME
ZAMBIA TOOK OVER MINES?
Zambia was one of newly independent African states swept up in a socialist wave in
the 1960s and 1970s, and the government
nationalized mines owned by companies
including Anglo American Plc. Poor management, coupled with spiking oil costs
and falling copper prices, resulted in the
mines wracking up massive losses, and
copper production plunged by two-thirds
in the three decades through 1999. Output recovered after the mines were privatized again, and booming demand from
China pushed prices to record highs. Production reached a record high of 861,946
tons last year. A production decline this
year would be the first since 2014.
SOURCE: BLOOMBERG
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Renewable energy employment surge

I

nternational Renewable Energy
Agency’s (IRENA) latest analysis
indicates that 11 million people
were employed in renewable energy
worldwide in 2018, compared with 10.3
million in 2017.
As more and more countries manufacture,
trade and install renewable energy technologies, the latest Renewable Energy
and Jobs – Annual Review finds that renewables jobs grew to their highest level
despite slower growth in key renewable
energy markets including China.
The diversification of the renewable energy supply chain is changing the sector’s
geographic footprint. Until now, renewable energy industries have remained
relatively concentrated in a handful of
major markets, such as China, the United
States and the European Union. Increasingly, however, East and Southeast Asian
countries have emerged alongside China
as key exporters of solar photovoltaic (PV)
panels. Countries including Malaysia,
Thailand and Viet Nam were responsible
for a greater share of growth in renewables jobs last year, which allowed Asia to
maintain a 60 per cent share of renewable
energy jobs worldwide.

alone accounts for 44 per cent of global
wind employment, followed by Germany and the United States. Offshore wind
could be an especially attractive option
for leveraging domestic capacity and
exploiting synergies with the oil and gas
industry.
RENEWABLE ENERGY JOBS
HIGHLIGHTS:
• The solar PV industry retains the top
spot, with a third of the total renewable
energy workforce. In 2018, PV employment expanded in India, Southeast Asia
and Brazil, while China, the United States,
Japan and the European Union lost jobs.
• Rising output pushed biofuel jobs up six

percent to 2.1 million. Brazil, Colombia,
and Southeast Asia have labour-intensive supply chains where informal work
is prominent, whereas operations in the
United States and the European Union
are far more mechanised.
• Employment in wind power supports 1.2
million jobs. Onshore projects predominate, but the offshore segment is gaining
traction and could build on expertise and
infrastructure in the offshore oil and gas
sector.
• Hydropower has the largest installed
capacity of all renewables but is now expanding slowly. The sector employs 2.1
million people directly, three quarters of
whom are in operations and maintenance.

“Beyond climate goals, governments
are prioritising renewables as a driver of
low-carbon economic growth in recognition of the numerous employment opportunities created by the transition to
renewables,” said Francesco La Camera,
Director-General of IRENA.
“Renewables deliver on all main pillars of
sustainable development – environmental, economic and social. As the global
energy transformation gains momentum,
this employment dimension reinforces the
social aspect of sustainable development
and provides yet another reason for countries to commit to renewables.”
Solar photovoltaic (PV) and wind remain
the most dynamic of all renewable energy
industries. Accounting for one-third of the
total renewable energy workflow, solar PV
retains the top spot in 2018, ahead of liquid biofuels, hydropower, and wind power. Geographically, Asia hosts over three
million PV jobs, nearly nine-tenths of the
global total.
Most of the wind industry’s activity still
occurs on land and is responsible for the
bulk of the sector’s 1.2 million jobs. China
Zambian Mining Magazine | www.miningnewszambia.com
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New multipurpose drill rig from Sandvik on
offer

S

andvik Mining and Rock Technology Commando™ DC300Ri
has released a new surface top
hammer drill rig ideal for drill and blast
contractors, as it suits multiple different
construction applications.

uptime with easily accessible service
points, on-board diagnostics and small
transportation dimensions. Being only
2.85 meters in height allows easy and fast
transportation of the rig from site to site
on a small truck or even a trailer.

ing and secondary breaking. With smaller
hole sizes, the Commando DC300Ri suits
tunneling applications perfectly while the
hydraulic roll-over is a necessity in bolting and grouting and the optional one rod
adding system gives flexibility and safety.

The new Commando DC300Ri is a modern fully radio remote-controlled, rubber
tired surface top hammer drill rig with a
vast hole size range from 38 to 64 mm /
1½ - 2½ in, using R28, R32 and T35 MFrods.

The rig also has versatility to different applications, as it has wide hole range and
application specific on-board options
make the Commando DC300Ri a multipurpose drill rig.

Anothere addition is the special fast tramming option for tunneling allows the drill
rig to keep up with the other fast-moving machines underground coupled with
additional essential options for tunneling
include the exhaust gas purifier (for Tier3
engine), water flushing and powerful ledlights.

Equipped with four wheel drive motors
and oscillation, the rig guarantees excellent mobility and stability in difficult terrain, according to the manufacturer.
The new rig offers high productivity and
low operating costs in challenging environments, together with a new boom
structure and a reliable HL300 rock drill.

It suits various different civil construction
works, such as road and railroad job sites,
trenching, channeling and different foundation works.
The extended reach and the optional hydraulic roll-over, which allows the feed
to rotate 360 degrees, make the unit an
ideal fit also for dimensional stone drill-

The new Commando DC300Ri can be further equipped with several intelligent options to suit specific needs, these include
auto-aligning, SanRemo remote monitoring and Remote Screen.

In addition, the new Commando DC300Ri
is extremely mobile and agile, featuring
four powerful tramming motors with maximum tramming force of 43 kN in total.
Rubber tires and the ±10 degree oscillation contribute to excellent maneuverability.
Other features include a completely new,
re-enforced boom structure with extended swing and reach results in 20 percent
larger coverage area (compared to earlier
models) equaling 12m2.
The rig also has a flushing air capacity of
3.0m3/min allows deeper hole depth with
larger hole sizes and the 24V electric system ads durability.
Meanwhile, having the most advanced
iTorque drilling control system available
in its size class makes the Commando
DC300Ri top-of-the-line in drilling performance and ensures longer steel life.
The intelligent compressor control system and new CAT 3.6 74.4 kW Tier4F /
Stage5 engine contribute to unsurpassed
fuel efficiency; adding up to more than 30
percent improvement compared to earlier
models in the same size class.
The Commando DC300Ri follows the
same unique modular design as other
smaller Sandvik next generation surface
drill rigs. This logical layout ensures high
14
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VIST Group joins hands with indurad GmbH

F

innish-Russian ZYFRA Group’s subsidiary VIST Group
has signed a partnership agreement with German
company indurad GmbH, the developer and integrator
of the solutions based on unique radar technology for operator
assistance solutions in the mining industry worldwide.
“Agreement with indurad opens new opportunities for VIST
Group in the field of creating effective and safe mining environment,” said Business Development Director of VIST Group Dmitri Klebanov.
“We are looking at the opportunities to include indurad solutions, particularly collision avoidance system and online volumetric scanning in the systems offered by VIST Group, which
will ensure complex approach to creation of “Intelligent mine”.
Intelligent Mine is a complex of digital technologies for the production processes management of open-pit mining operations
on the basis of robotic loading and transporting systems, as well
as industry solutions in the field of the Internet of things, artificial
intelligence and predictive analytics.

Intelligent Mine complex allows increasing of the utilization of
haul trucks and excavators up to 20 to 25 percent and drilling
rigs up to 35 percent, as well as reduce costs for maintenance
by 10-15 percent a year.
“We see VIST as the one of the fastest-growing company, which
offers smart mining solutions. Our technology will add more value to VIST products,” said Reik Winkel, Executive Director of
indurad.
indurad GmbH solutions are based on the in-house manufactured radar sensors that effectively work in mining and adjacent
industries.
They allow mining companies to increase productivity and availability at a fraction of the cost of building larger facilities.
The company offers over 20 different solutions, such as iTruck,
collision avoidance system for surface mining. It uses multiple
technology layers such as GNSS, RTLS and radar sensor data
to provide active operator assistance in harsh conditions.

BI introduces industry-first, cast iron electric
motor range

B

earings International (BI) is introducing a multi-mount
cast iron Bauer electric motor range onto the market
that can accommodate the terminal box on the top, lefthand or right-hand side. According to the company, the major
benefit for customers is that it reduces duplicate stockholding to
accommodate different terminal box positions.
Traditionally, cast iron electric motors are available in a wide
range from 0.37 kW up to 400 kW, with BI only catering for
top-mounted terminal boxes.

The first consignment of the loose feet has subsequently arrived
in South Africa, ahead of samples that have been demonstrated
to select clients.
The multi-mount motor range, being cast iron, is particularly robust, and therefore ideal for the arduous operating conditions of
mining operations. “We have received significant interest in the
new Bauer multi-mount range, combined with its energy-saving
potential,” Hiepner said. BI is a leading distributor of bearings
and power transmission products in Southern Africa.

“Some plants either have top, left-hand or right-hand terminal
boxes, making it a complex and costly exercise to stock all
three,” said BI Bauer Electric Motors Product Manager Lewis
Hiepner.
BI itself ordered whichever variant was required ex-factory, with
a normal lead time of about 14 weeks. This is now all set to
change with the industry’s first multi-mount cast iron motor.
BI has contracted with a major manufacturer to produce what
are termed loose feet, a bolt-on addition that transforms a normal motor into a multi-mount version that is adaptable to specific plant configurations.
The Bauer motor range from BI is also available in various energy efficiency ratings, from IE1 as standard and IE2 high efficiency, all the way through to IE3 and even IE4.
“We are standardising on IE1 motors, with the possibility of being able to offer IE2 as a standard option as well, although this is
still in the pipeline,” Hiepner reveals.
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Rare Plastics manufacture and distribute HDPE (High-Density Polyethylene) pipe, fittings and steel backing rings from our
factory in Meyerton, Gauteng. Pipes are manufactured to SANS
ISO 4427 standards and sizes range from 16mm to 2000mm.
The PE100 raw material is sourced from reputable manufacturers who comply to SANS ISO 4427 Part 1.
Rare Plastics have recently concluded an exclusive distribution
partnership with Taldeen Plastics Solutions, the leading HDPE
pipe manufacturer in Saudi Arabia. The partnership gives Rare
Plastics access to HDPE pressure pipes and related fittings in
sizes up to 2000mm in diameter.
This relationship also extends to other products such as Spiral
HDPE pipes up to 2400mm in diameter and double wall corrugated HDPE pipes from 100mm to 800mm in diameter. The
HDPE pressure pipes are certified in accordance with International Standards including ISO 4427, ISO 4437, WRAS, NSF
61 and are manufactured from the highest quality virgin raw
materials.
This partnership has already resulted in the successful completion of a large diameter HDPE pipe supply project to Kenya.
The project involved the supply of just over 600 tons of HDPE
pipes.
Rare Plastics is currently in the process of completing a supply
contract of 600 tons of 355mm, 560mm and 280mm pipes and
pipe spools to a mining client in Mozambique. ‘I believe the
new relationship improves our product offering into markets beyond our borders’, says Ashin Tasdhary, Sales Director
of Rare Plastics.

16
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700HPP, latest answer to high pressure
source users

R

ugged and portable 700HPPK
Pneumatic Test Pump Kit
generates and adjusts pneumatic
pressures up to 21 MPa (3000 poundsper-square-inch) without requiring a nitrogen bottle or other external pressure
supplies.
The new Fluke calibration tool is ideal for
generating high pressure in the field to
devices under test (DUTs), such as transmitters, controllers, pilots, and analog
gauges.

in handhold, and a canvas carrying case
making it field-portable.
In-line filter and desiccant systems protect the device against con-tamination
from the DUT, and it works on almost any
surface, so technicians don’t need a flat
laboratory bench or flat area in the field.
The 700HPPK has the versatility to cover
a wide range of workloads. It features a
2-meter pressure line and assorted pressure fittings to connect to a variety of
DUTs for wide workload coverage.

Reaching pressure in 20 seconds to
full scale into a 30 cm3 volume, The
700HPPK and its detachable pressure
adjustment system and adjustment control knob allows technicians to make fine
pressure adjustments to 0.05 percent of
reading or better.

Its ¼ NPT female reference gauge connector facilitates easy reference gauge
switching. No PTFE tape or extra tools
are required, reducing the equipment and
accessories technicians need to carry to
the job site.

The lightweight and portable pneumatic
pressure kit is designed for use in the lab
or the field with collapsible feet, a built-

The calibration manifold attaches and
detaches smoothly via quick detent pins
that reduce set up and pack up time.

HVLS FANS* The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommend increasing air velocity as a way to reduce the risk
of heat stress and increase productivity due to employee comfort.
DYNACO HIGH SPEED DOORS* Due to high wind speed retention these doors are ideal to use as airlocks in mine
ventilation and production shafts. The robust design allows for the harsh environments underground.
HYDROTILT DOOR* A single panel hydraulic door system, forming a wall in closed position and a natural canopy in open
position. Free standing, self-supporting structure. Can withstand wind speeds of 120km/H in closed position and 90km/H in
open position, this with the integrated safety systems makes it the prime selection for larger openings.
BUTZBACH DOOR* Long lifetime, due to sustainable material, extreme dimension up to 15mW and 24mH is possible.
The panels allow more natural light whilst reducing heat transfer into the building resulting in energy savings.
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Early leaks detection equipment gets upgrade

S

outh Africa’s manufacturer and
distributor of a range of process
control instrumentation and
specialized systems, Instrotech has upgraded its measurement system INSPECTA to newer technology.
First released some 20 years ago, INSPECTA FFT the technology is reaching
its end-of-life.
As a result, INSTROTECH’s design engineers felt the time was right to upgrade to
newer technology, by combining their 30
years’ experience with the latest industry-standard technology available.  
“There hasn’t been a major upgrade in
quite some time and there has been so
much advancement in technology that we
could really throw everything at it - do it
differently and build INSPECTA III with the
latest technology and a suite of impressive new ‘add-ons’,” said Pieter Deysel,
Instrotech MD.
As technology advances, so has boiler
technology. Power generators are pushing materials technology by increasing
boiler operating pressures (450 bar / 450
atmospheres) to get greater efficiency,
which in turn makes the early detection
of steam leaks even more critical to the
performance of a facility or power station.  
Deysel said there has always been a requirement for the early detection of steam
leaks but with the modern boiler technology, if steam at these levels escapes
out of the system, it can understandably,
cause huge, further secondary damage.
“This is why the positive identification of a

leak is critically important to a power station/facility.  If good data is captured and
analysed to provide the relevant information derived from the raw data, it can be
determined if the leak is serious or not
and what the rate of progression is, slow
or catastrophic.”
According to the company, the information is vital as if the location and progression of the leak can be ascertained, an effective decision can be made as whether
to continue or shut down boiler operation.  
For certain leaks, delaying the shut-down
decision for a period of 2 hours can result
in the down time of a boiler changing from
2 days to in excess of 14 days.   Thus a
couple of hours can be crucial in making
a correct remedial decision.
Typically, for a 600 megawatt boiler at a
large power generating facility, an hour of
down time will lose approximately R600
000 of billable electricity sales, charged
out to consumers at R1 per kilowatt
hour.  INSPECTA III goes an appreciable
way to mitigating these punitive income
losses, and pays for itself in early leak detection within a short period of time!
INSPECTA FFT was an unconnected,
stand-alone system, giving an alarm to
the operator who would attend to the
problem.  
Later it was connected to a distributed
control system (DCS) in a power station,
taking the data collected and incorporating it into it the facility’s SCADA system.  
This required interpretation by the operators of the captured to diagnose the pres-

ence of a leak or not. INSPECTA FFT was
thus limited by the level of technology and
skills available at the time.  
Today’s technology provides low-cost
computing power, the internet, mobile
communications, which INSTROTECH
has taken full advantage of, allowing the
delivery of a vastly streamlined INSPECTA III.
“With current technology, we now have
access to unlimited computing power that
means infinite possibilities for INSPECTA
III.   Our clients can do so much more with
the features we have added to INSPECTA
III,” said du Plessis.
“Providing reliable early steam leak detection is, in its essence, a time-critical
operation. Shutting a large boiler down
unnecessarily will cause loss of production and incur start-up costs in excess
of R 1 million. Delaying the shutdown of
a boiler with damaging steam leaks will
incur even more production losses and
expense.  
Thus the decision as to whether to continue operation or shut the boiler down had
better be an informed one.    We believe
that INSPECTA III provides exactly that
– quick, precise, informed and reliable information on which the operator can act
confidently,” du Plessis said.

“First released some 20
years ago, INSPECTA FFT
the technology is reaching
its end-of-life.”
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Hexagon introduces fatigue, distraction
solution

G

lobal leader in digital solutions,
Hexagon has introduced HxGN
MineProtect Operator Alertness
System Light Vehicle (OAS-LV), a fatigue
and distraction detection unit that continuously monitors operator alertness inside
the cab of light vehicles, buses and semitrucks.

Protect Operator Alertness System Heavy
Vehicle (OAS-HV), which protects operators of haul trucks.

According to the company, OAS-LV expands Hexagon’s portfolio for operator
safety solutions, filling a gap to protect
light-vehicle operators from falling asleep
at the wheel, crashing or other fatigue or
distraction-related incidents.

“OAS-LV is a valuable addition to our market-leading MineProtect safety portfolio
and further proof that Hexagon — like its
customers — is serious about safety.”

Hexagon says the in-cab hardware is always connected, and data from the vehicle may be transmitted to the cloud or an
on-site monitoring center.

Rollén said the solution’s in-cab device is
easy to install and scans the operator’s
face to detect any sign of fatigue or distraction, such as a microsleep.

“This enables real-time notifications for
supervisors and controllers to apply intervention protocol and allow for further
forensic analytics.”

In addition, the product is based on the
proven technology used in HxGN Mine-

On the other hand, a machine-learning algorithm leverages this facial-feature analysis data to-determine whether or not an
alert should be triggered.

“Operator fatigue and distraction are recurring hazards in mining and other industries,” said Ola Rollén, Hexagon President and Chief Executive Officer.

“OAS-LV works in both light and dark conditions, and through prescription glasses
and/or sunglasses.”
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Interference check solutions
ICAL solution
Calibration Verification solutions
Profiling solution
Spiking Solutions
MASS Calibration solutions

Manufactured by
Chemists for Chemists

ultraspec@mweb.co.za
WWW.ULTRASPEC.BIZ
Cell: 082 354 7730
Fax: 086 530 3357
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Michell HygroSmart HS3 humidity sensor for
tough processes

T

he Michell HygroSmart HS3 sensor
with I2C communications protocol
or slave device (BUS output) that
supports a maximum speed of 100 kHz is
now on offer.  
Each slave on the I2C bus holds an individual 7-bit device address, the address
byte is then followed by the op-code and
eventually the payload.

With the HS3 users can now simply plug
in a pre-programmed sensor and easily and seamlessly test wiring and alarm
points.

As well as its ability to withstand harsh
process conditions, the HygroSmart HS3
probe also gives control to the user, as it
is 100 percent configurable.

It is also possible to use the HS3 probe’s
features for an OEM HS3 sensor as a diagnostic tool during testing and commissioning.

This gives users the ability to alter their
RH and temperature measurements to
keep step with changes or developments
in their process, with no extra cost.

The HygroSmart HS3 sensor has a polymer tile to give long-term reliable measurements, because it’s designed to withstand the kind of harsh and demanding
conditions found in industrial processes,
unlike many ‘disposable’ probes that
have a short life within harsh conditions
before needing to be replaced
In addition, it also has an accuracy of 0.8
percent RH, making it among the most
accurate and reliable RH sensors on the
market, as well as allowing for longer recalibration periods.  
This not only gives peace of mind to process operators, but also provides a low
life-time cost of ownership when compared to the disposable sensors.
Also available is the complete HygroSmart
HS3 probe that consists of a solid, corrosion-resistant probe body with an interchangeable sensor.
The probe offers voltage outputs of 0-1
V, 0-2.5 V, 0-5 V, 0-10 V and digital output signal Modbus RTU over RS485
2-wire. When recalibration is due, the old
HygroSmart HS3 sensor is simply exchanged for a new, freshly calibrated one.
This simple procedure takes only a few
seconds to carry out with the probe itself
remaining installed. Replacing just the
sensor, rather than the whole probe, is not
only quick and simple, it also saves users
money over the lifetime of the probe.
In most industrial applications, RH probes
have to withstand vibration, exposure to
water, occasional heavy shocks and high
levels of electrical interference.
The HygroSmart HS3 body is designed to
cope with all these environmental factors.
As well as the solid body, the probe also
has a 10bar pressure rating, rfi/emc electrical noise approvals and IP67 ingress
protection rating.
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New sonic industrial imager

…fast, simple way to detect compressed air, steam, gas and
vacuum leaks

F

luke’s new ii900, a handheld
sonic industrial imager that enables
maintenance teams to quickly and
accurately locate air, steam, gas and vacuum leaks in compressed air systems is
now available at Comtest.
The straightforward, intuitive interface
allows technicians to isolate the sound
frequency of the leak to filter out background noise.

large area quickly and even possible identify leaks from a distance.

• Improves reliability on the production
line

The Fluke ii900 finds application in the following industries – manufacturing, aerospace, automotive, glass, machinery, instrumentation and appliances, plastic and
rubber, mining and mineral processing,
and in process manufacturing, cement,
chemical processing, food and beverage,
and pulp, paper and wood.

The ii900 makes leak detection part of a
typical maintenance routine, for example,
the training of a maintenance team is possible in a matter of minutes and provides
for the validation of repairs.

Within hours, the team can inspect the
entire plant, even during peak operations,
using SoundSight™ technology, the industrial imager offers a new way to locate
issues using sound.

The ii900 enables users to do more with
existing air compressors, for example:

According to the manufacturer a leak
identification is simple, a SoundMap™
displayed in colour over a visual image
of the equipment allowing for fast visual
location.

• Ensures proper air pressure to pneumatic equipment

With the visual image, it is easy to scan a

• Reduces leak detection time
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• Delays the capital expense of purchasing an additional compressor

• Lowers energy costs (optimization of
compressed air budget)

Finally, the ii900 is specifically designed
for industrial maintenance teams, maintenance leads, plant maintenance managers and plant operations managers, who
rely on compressed air, gas or vacuum in
their routine operations.
With minimal training, technicians can begin checking for air leaks as part of their
typical maintenance routine.
The manufacturer says the ii900 means
a better, quicker, simpler way to check
compressed air leaks, and at the same
time conduct gas and vacuum leak identification.
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C. P. ENGINEERING LTD.

Specialised in:
Turning, Milling, Lineboring, Gear Cutting
Heavy & Light Fabrication

Exclusive Agents and Stockist in Zambia for:

Largest Stockist of:
Fasteners- Bolts, Nuts, Washers, Threaded
Bars & Foundation Bolts in various grades
& materials
All kinds of High Quality Hand Tools
& Cutting Tools

Tel: +260 212 218433 / 214472
Retail Shop No: +260 969 214479
E-mail: enquiry@cpengineering.co.zm
Website: www.cpengineering.co.zm

Plot No. 3757 Luano Road,
Light Industrial Area,
P O Box 22334,
Kitwe

40 YRS OF ENGINEERING
EXCELLENCE

C.P. Engineering Ltd, a company formed in 1972 and
was originally founded by an Italian. It was later
purchased in 1975 by the current owners making the
Company 100% Zambian owned. Over a period of
almost forty years, C.P. Engineering Ltd has grown
in size and now has a staff of over thirty eight
employees and is sub-divided into four different
sections, namely: The Machine Shop, Boiler Shop,
Bulk Storage Warehouse and a Retail outlet.
The Company was originally started with only a few
machines, but over the years has built a healthy fleet
of almost thirty different pieces of equipment which
includes lathes, milling, drilling, boring, power saws,
welding, pressing, rolling, guillotine and threading
machines. All four sections of the Company are
spread over an area of sixty five thousand square feet
of space with a manager in each section.

THE MACHINE SHOP
The machine shop and the boiler shop are the two
original sections of the Company where all our
machining and fabrications are done. The machine
shop manufactures various types of gears, sprockets,
anchor bolts, pins, sleeves, couplings and numerous
other products.

THE BOILER SHOP
The boiler shop is involved in fabrication of tanks,
repairs and rebuilding axles, repairing dumper truck
bodies, bulldozer and excavator buckets, customized
containers, and other items as per drawings. Trolleys
are also manufactured and distributed to other
hardware stores.
Most of the staff have been with the Company for
more than ten years and are experienced in various
aspects of engineering. C.P. Engineering Ltd has
three full time engineers with more than fifty years of
experience combined. Over the past years the
Company has serviced several different industries
such as textile, food & beverage, transport,
construction and mining. With the advent of
numerous new mines and several new major
construction projects, the company is deliberately
focusing more on servicing these sectors.
FASTENERS
The third section deals with wide range of fasteners.
C.P. Engineering Ltd in recent years has become the
country's largest stockists of numerous types of bolts,
nuts, washers, threaded bars, screws , and studs in
mild steel, high tensile steel and stainless steel, No
other dealer in the country carries as much variety of
fasteners.

RETAIL SHOP
Lastly, the fourth section of the Company is the
Shop. The storefront has been C.P. Engineering Ltd's
latest expansion to expose the range of fasteners to
individuals and other Companies. Additionally, a lot
other hardware items related to fasteners have been
introduced such as Ring, Combination and Open
ended spanners. Impact Wrenches, Screw Drivers,
Torque Wrenches and Vices. Pipe Wrenches, Allen
keys and complete mechanics, fitters and electrician
tool boxes. Items such as welding machines, boiler
shop supplies, machine shop tooling, heavy duty
jacks, shackles, and numerous other supplies can be
found. C.P. Engineering Ltd is an Authorized
Exclusive Dealer of High Quality world renowned
HEYCO and HYTECH tools of Germany who are
also the principle suppliers of all major tools to
Mercedes Benz, Audi, Volvo, VW, and MAN trucks
of Europe.

In the field of machining tools for the workshop, CP
Engineering Ltd are the exclusive agents in Zambia
for PILOT TOOLS (PTY) LIMITED of South
Africa. Pilot is one of the leading manufacturers of
tungsten carbide blanks for the mining industry.
Additionally, they also manufacture tungsten carbide
metal cutting inserts, brazed turning tools, brazed
boring tools, brazed threading tools and also tool
holders for the engineering industries.
The management and the engineers of C.P.
Engineering Ltd are always available for
consultation and professional advice.
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News Radius® BZ1 connects to the cloud via
the RGX™ gateway

L

ocal representative of industrial scientific and global 		
leader in gas detection Comtest has announced the
expansion of its connected safety portfolio to include
cellular and WIFI capability in the Ventis®Pro5 Personal Gas
Monitor and a satellite communication gateway to connect
mobile workers in real time.
For area gas monitoring, the Radius® BZ1 connects to the cloud
via the RGX™ Gateway, which is certified for Class 1 Division 2
and ATEX Zone 2 hazardous zones around the globe.
Personal and area monitors pass real-time data to iNet® Now
software allowing supervisors to see where workers are located
and what hazards they are exposed to.
The combination of real-time and historical data gives organizations the power to increase productivity, address risky behavior,
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and improve safety practices in a range of applications from mobile workers to in-plant monitoring and confined space entries.
The connected devices also improve team and site safety due
to their unique ability to share alarms between monitors. Local
alarm sharing allows for faster, more informed responses from
nearby workers.
Additionally, the local network feature enables monitoring within
confined spaces where traditional wireless devices have limited
connectivity.
“Our connected safety offerings focus on aligning people, devices, sensors, and data to help businesses achieve key outcomes:
saving lives, saving time, and using resources more efficiently,”
said Justin McElhattan, president of Industrial Scientific.
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THE COMPLETE RANGE OF ROCK DRILLING TOOLS

Ÿ
Ÿ

ABOUT US
Saideepa Rock Drills Zambia Ltd. is a
professionally run trading company with
a manufacturing base in India. Our
vision is to provide our customers with
Sustainable Solutions through close
cooperation with our customers and
develop deep understanding of end user
processes.
Higher Productivity
Lower Cost / Meter Drilled

BUSINESS SEGMENTS
Mining & Construction
Oil & Gas
Water Well Drilling
Exploration
Directional Drilling
Tunneling

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
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Ÿ
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Ÿ
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Ÿ

PRODUCT LINES
Down the Hole Rock Drilling Tools
Top Hammer Rock Drilling Tools
Rotary Drilling Tools
Diamond Drill Tools
Horizontal Directional Drilling Tools
Soft Drilling Anchor Bolting Tools
Rock Breaker Parts
Rock Drill Parts
Odex/Tubex Simultaneous Casing Systems

Saideepa Rock Drills Zambia Ltd.

Plot No 7, Mwambazi Crescent, Off Jambo Drive,
Riverside, Kitwe, Zambia.
Tel: +260 968 343434 +260 962483483
Email: bbreddy@saideepa.com,
gangadhar@saideepa.in,
manojkumar@saideepa.in,
info.zambia@saideepa.in,
Website: www.saideepa.com

ZAMBIA’S LEADING MINING JOURNAL

COMING UP IN THE NEXT ISSUE
A special feature on “Earth Moving
& Surface Mining Equipment”
To advertise alongside that feature contact:
arnoldc@miningnewszambia.com

Stainless Steel in the Zambian Mining Industry
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Throughout the years, corrosion has proven to be a major problem
in the mining industry. In many instances coated carbon steels has
inadequate corrosion resistance due to harsh environmental and
operational conditions. Stainless steel has improved corrosion resistance compared to coated carbon steels and is finding increased
usage in the mining industry as it reduces downtime and maintenance costs.
Columbus Stainless developed 3CR12®, which is a low cost utility
ferritic stainless steel and used widely throughout the South-African
mining industry as a cost effective solution to corrosion in a wide
range of structural applications. 3CR12® has excellent properties in
wet sliding abrasion conditions due to its superior corrosion resistance and slideability when compared to carbon steel and is used in
materials handling environments in mines and coal wash plants. It is
used for applications such as ore cars, wagons, bunkers, silos, hoppers, bins, chutes and launders as well as shaft steel work, chimney
stacks, ducting, roofing and cladding, walkways, hand rails, stairs,
cat ladders, pipe supports, cable racking, electrical boxes and security fencing.
Columbus Stainless has a fully integrated stainless steel meltshop
with rolling mills and cutting equipment near Johannesburg, from
where it supplies more than a thousand tons of stainless steel plates
and sheets a day to various distributors, engineering shops and
mines in Africa, Europe, the United States, as well as countries in
Asia including China. Due to Columbus’ proximity to Johannesburg,
and its distributors being situated in both Johannesburg and Kitwe,
any stainless steel sheets and project plates can be supplied on
short lead time to the mine equipment fabricators, as well as to the
Copperbelts in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Zam-
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bia. The environment in the hydro- metallurgical production of copper is very demanding due to the presence of sulphuric acid, high
temperatures and pressures, as well as concentrates that contain
chlorides and metal ions.
Austenitic types 304L and 316L and the duplex types, 2001, 2304
and 2205 are the basic materials of construction for process tanks
and equipment in hydro – metallurgical plants like electro-winning.
The increased strength of the duplex stainless steels often allows
down gauging especially for storage tanks which, depending on
Young’s Modulus and buckling limitations, is typically between 15
and 40%, which can result in significant cost savings. Duplex stainless steels also have higher resistance to general corrosion, pitting
and crevice corrosion and higher resistance to stress corrosion
cracking in environments containing chlorides and hydrogen sulphide.
Columbus Stainless duplex 2304 has been used as a cost effective
solution in these applications. This type offers the same weldability
and use the same welding consumable 2209 as the common branded lean duplex types.
Austenitic type 316L is also used for cathode plates in tank houses
for the electro – refining and electro – winning of copper, cobalt and
nickel, as well as for piping brackets, pressure tanks and launders
and type 304 can be used for floor grating and hand railing.
Columbus Stainless has been in business for more than 60 years,
and its steels, including duplex stainless steels, have been used in
the biggest copper mines of the DRC.
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Consistency earns Condra another tank-house
crane order

C

ondra has won repeat order from
Lonmin Platinum for an overhead tank-house crane to replace an identical machine delivered three
decades ago.
The development happens due to the
company’s 30 years’ reliable duty in a
corrosive environment.
Original crane was installed in 1990 at
Lonmin’s Middelkraal Farm refinery outside Marikana, North West Province,
South Africa, where it lifts and positions
copper plates and slabs within the acid
tanks used during the electrolytic refining
process.
During this final phase, anodic copper
slabs with a 99 percent purity attained
during three prior processes are suspended by the crane in large tanks filled with
an electrolyte solution of copper sulphate
and sulphuric acid.
Small, thin sheets of pure cathodic copper are then positioned between these
anodes and an electric current applied.

move through the electrolyte to place
themselves on the cathodic sheets, which
after time become thick copper plates of
99,99 percent purity, ready for removal by
the tankhouse crane for rinsing and despatch to factories that produce copper
products.
Lonmin’s double-girder electric overhead
travelling crane has a span of 19,9 metres,
a capacity of 5 tons, a lifting height of 7,7
metres and two lifting speeds of 2 and 8
metres per minute. The long-travel speed
over the 42 metres of the tankhouse is 80
metres per minute.
Condra has delivered to other refineries tank-house cranes with long-travel
speeds as high as 140 metres per minute, more than three times the speed of
a standard crane and about as fast as an
average person’s jogging speed.
“To cater for a possible customer need
for higher speeds in the future, we have
included in Lonmin’s new crane provision
for an easy upgrade to frequency drives,”
explained Condra’s managing director
Marc Kleiner.

“Condra is currently investing in improved
digital loadcells to further improve reliability across our tankhouse line in general,
even though the reliability of the Marikana
crane was well proven over a period of
three decades,” he said.
Lonmin’s new tankhouse crane will incorporate features from Condra’s design library that move it beyond the company’s
current generation of tankhouse cranes.
These include four LED girder downlights
to illuminate the work area, remote crane
control with a pendant back-up, an electrical control panel fitted with acid filtration ventilation to cater for the corrosive
tankhouse environment, and a special
paint finish for the same reason.
Quality control will include inspection and
certification at defined stages of manufacture, and there will be magnetic particle inspection of the welding seams to
ensure airtight girders and the avoidance
of corrosion on the internal faces.
Ordered in April, the crane will be delivered before the end of August.

Copper ions leave the anodic slabs and
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Optris launch compact spot finder temperature
measurement device
Xi models are equipped with a motorized
focus enabling remote focusing via the
free PIX Connect software.

enables professional measurement of
printed circuit boards and components in
the electronics industry.

The sensors come with a resolution of up
to 382 x 288 pixels, a frame rate of up to
80 Hz and a measuring spot to distance
ratio of up to 390:1. Xi devices are calibrated for temperature measurements
within a range from -20 to 900 °C.

The measuring distance between camera
and object is variable between 90 and
110 mm. The built-in motor focus allows
for an easy focusing of the camera with
the included PIX Connect software.

Customers receive a ready-to-use package including a mounting nut, a mounting
bracket, software and a connection cable.

O

ptris’ two newly developed temperature measurement devices
- Xi 80 and Xi 400, are now on
offer, Instrotech the region’s sole distributor has announced.

The new microscope optics for the Xi
400 infrared camera allows reliable temperature measurement on tiny objects
from 240 µm.  

IMPORTANT SPECIFICATIONS:
• Analysis of smallest components down
to 240 µm
• Easy handling thanks to motor focus
• Recording of radiometric videos
• Optical resolution: 382x288 px

In combination with a suitable stand, this

Combining the benefits of infrared cameras and infrared thermometers, the
Xi series, are a semi-autonomous sensor,
in addition to traditional PC and software-based operation.
In addition, the device also works as a
smart pyrometer with analog or digital
outputs that seek the target on its own.
“This opens up new fields of application,
for example in mechanical engineering or
multisensor applications,” said Dipl.-Ing.
Torsten Czech, Head of Product Management at Optris.
The Xi series is a fusion between a robust,
compact pyrometer and an advanced IR
camera. The integrated spot finder function enables accurate temperature measurements in moving objects without having to readjust the sensor.
Sensor adjustment takes place autonomously, without having to establish a
connection with a PC. In addition to a
direct 0/4-20 mA analog output, the devices also offer users digital interfaces
such as Ethernet or RS485. An external
processing interface permits the further
processing of up to 9 freely definable
analog outputs, making it ideal for OEM
applications.
According to the manufacturer, both
30
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For further enquiries mail at
africa@bkt-tires.com

THESE MACHINES
HAVE BEEN
ENGINEERED TO
ENDURE

WORLDWIDE

Condra cranes and hoists are without equal in their
quality, performance, reliability and overall lifetime
cost. Operating data and the experience gathered
from installations around the globe are today
incorporated in all Condra products, the endurance
of which has been proven in highly corrosive and
abrasive environments, and under wide extremes
of temperature, humidity and altitude. Technical
support, service and spare parts delivery are
guaranteed worldwide.

®

Cranes & Hoists
11 Indianapolis Boulevard, Raceway Industrial Park, Gosforth Park Ext 4,
Germiston, Gauteng. P O Box 752639, Gardenview, 2047, South Africa
Tel: +27 11 776-6000 | Fax: +27 86 669 2372
e-mail: sales@condra.co.za | www.condra.co.za

portal cranes | bridge cranes | cantilever cranes | hoists | end-carriages
single & double-girder overhead travelling cranes | crane components

